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8H   –   Review Answers 
 

True or false 
 

1. Ian has played the game before.   False     

2. Ian would rather have no knees than no elbows.  True    

3. 50% of people would rather be able to fly than read minds.  True   

4. Ian would rather get older from the neck up only than from the neck down. False  

5. Ian’s girlfriend was supposed to pick him up at the station.  False   

6. Bill is supposed to be at work.        True    

7. Bill would rather pay off his student loans than buy games.  False   

8. Ian would rather call his girlfriend later.    True   

 

Would you rather have no knees or no elbows? Why?      Answers will vary 

I would rather have no knees because it would be easier to walk with no knees than eat 

with no elbows.  

 
 

Your turn        Answers will vary 

 
Use the words below to make your own sentences with rather. 
 
be a caterpillar  live forever  be a vegetarian  be a lion  
 have a time machine  always boss me around  have a spaceship 
live in Spain  eat only hamburgers  live on a boat 
 

I would rather be a caterpillar than a lion. 

I would rather have a time machine than live forever. 

I’d rather live on a boat than live in Spain.  

I’d rather be a vegetarian than eat only hamburgers.  

 
 

How about you?     Answer will vary 

 
What’s a difficult decision that you’ve had to make? How did you decide? 

I had to choose between fast food and cooking at home. I wanted to cook at home rather 

than waste money on take out.  

 
What is one thing you would rather not do today? 

I would rather not walk home today.  

 
Write five questions to ask your teacher or classmates. 
Would you rather live in the Sahara Desert or Antarctica? 

Would you rather go to the moon or Mars? 

Would you rather live in India or China? 

Would you rather lose a finger or a toe? 

Would you rather be on vacation or at home? 


